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he Certified Security Practitioner
Course conducted
by IISSM at Delhi, from 24 –
27 Oct 2018 was a Great
Success. The participants
were from Haryana, Kolkata and New Delhi.

& Preventive Aspects, Industrial Safety, Arms Act
and Arms Licensing, Executive Protection and Role
of PSO, Hotel Security,
Bank Security, Cyber Security & Data Protection,
PSAR Act - 2005 - Need for
review, Mall Security and
Business Continuity Planning. In addition a Class
Room Crisis Simulation Exercise, on Flood Situation
Management was conducted.

this course would help
them to rearrange/ improve their Security Management Planning.
Overall the course was
very well appreciated.
Few Quotes from Participants on Overall Assessment of the Course are
mentioned below:-

The sessions were conducted on Risk Management, Disaster Risk Management, Fire Safety ManMr Animesh Kumar Das,
agement and Evacuation
Area Loss Pre(NBCode), IEDs and Bomb
vention Lead,
threat handling, TechnoReliance Jio
logical Application in Se- It was very heartening to
Infocomm Limcurity Management, Hos- witness very healthy interited, Kolkata
pital Security, Security Sur- actions between the participants and the Faculty “Very good programme”
members. The Classroom
Mr RamsExercise received an Exwaroop Vercellent Response from the
ma, Security
Participants.
Lead, Fedex
Express, New
The Faculty Members who
Delhi
conducted the Course “Very good”
were Brigadier AK Pathak
Mr Sushil Ka(Retd) & Col M P Sen both
thait, Security
IISSM Faculties.
Manager,
Google, HarAll Participants have recyana
ommended
that
they
vey and Audit, Incidence would propagate this proResponse System & Crisis gramme to be attended “Very good programme”
Mgmt Framework, Corpo- by their colleagues in the
rate Vigilance - Overview Profession. They felt that
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News of IISSM, Delhi Chapter

T

he Delhi Chapter of IISSM had a meeting on 26 Oct
2018 at Gurugram under the chairmanship Mr. R.S.
Kuntal. Major issues that were discussed are as under:

Mr. R.S. Kuntal, President of the Chapter had a meeting with the
Police Commissioner of Gurugram and apprised of the activities
of IISSM. He was requested to consider IISSM as a training partner for their PSOs.
Mr. Kuntal also had a meeting with Mr. Sumeet Gupta, Sr. Director, FICCI and discussion for organising joint events with IISSM on
common topics.

International Conclave in Nov 2018 was discussed and members were requested to make all out efforts to reach out to the
industries, corporate houses and individuals to get sponsors and
delegates.
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Mission of Life: Make Leaders for Tomorrow
By Monisha Sen
PGDM(Finance) Student, IMT, Ghaziabad

I

am passionate about human capacity building and development of
each young and adult to be a LEADER! That's what is needed in every field: be it
in science, technology, business or political arenain fact in every wing of the society.
The world population is already 7.46 Bn heading towards 8 Bn by 2040 and most of
it will be in third world countries. We need to develop this human capital into a
productive workforce to meet the global demands for food, cloth, shelter, education, job and much more... If we fail to develop suitable leaders to lead them, the
same human capital will be a liability to the world and Peace will be first casualty
and may be wiped out from the face of the earth because of inequality
(perceived or otherwise) in distribution of resources. We need Leaders across the
globe to formulate policies that are just, equitable and free form bondages of national interests. In reality, we need super statesmen, although it may a utopian
dream! We need leaders to direct the resources for a just and equitable development of the entire humanity irrespective of race, religion or for that matter any social markers attached. We need leaders to stand up against the oppression in the
name political beliefs, ideologies or for that matter religion. We need leaders to
see the reason and believe in equality among the nations and work for global
peace and not nation-centric geo-political interests for the very survival of our
home and that is EARTH!
I, being daughter of an Indian armyveteran, can say with confidence that India is
a victim of deep-seated apathy fuelled by greed to grab more land in the name
of religion unleashed by our neighbour and perpetrating violence on innocent
people! Their geo political interests have driven them to the path of selfdestruction and became a rogue state. This part of the globe and extended
neighbourhood (Middle East Asia) has become hotbed of violence and terror!
More the wealth nations are amassing, more they are spending on weapons,
where this will lead to? If that kind of resources are distributed/directed for eradication of poverty, illiteracy and hunger, world will be better place to live! To do
this, we need Leaders made of Steel in the frame of flesh and blood.
In addition, I believe Leaders are not ‘Born but Made’! So, my mission is to" Promote and Produce Leaders" and for that I follow Swami Vivekananda who said,
“Be and Make”. It will be my endeavour to be leader and then develop more
leaders. I am sure someday, someone will take on the mantle to make this world is
free from violence, hunger, illiteracy and malnutrition...from many other ailments
that humanity suffers today!
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From the Editor’s Desk

Dear Reader,
Greetings to you all!
The hangover of Durga Puja, major festival for North and Eastern India wherein people worship the ‘shakti’ in nine avtaars
and that’s why it is also called Navratra, is almost over by now.
These nine days are celebrated in different ways like fasting,
‘Ram Lilas’, ‘Dandiya Raas’ and at last ‘Ravan Dahan’ and immersion of idols of Goddess Durga in rivers and other water
bodies. For some time now, people have been doing immersion in locally created ponds to reduce water pollution, which is
good sign and I am sure some day we will be able to address
the issue completely.
While these celebrations were ON, the nation experienced another side of ‘Nari Shakti’ in the public domain. Actress Tanushree Dutta displayed tremendous courage by posting her
ordeal in #MeToo and brought the issue of sexual exploitation
of our women folk to the fore. Immediately a barrage of
#MeToo post started flowing and many skeleton were out in
the open. These high and mighties specially in Bollywood were
found seeking cover. It goes without saying that film industry in
India and elsewhere had been notorious for Casting Couches!
But most bizarre defence came from one of the journalist
turned politician, a central minister, against a lady who was
presumably a victim with 97 lawyers in the court of Law. Fortunately, he was called to see reason as over a dozen women
came out to share their sufferings in the hands of the same minister. Finally, he resigned from the job. This is the moment triumph not only of an individual lady but for the entire women
folk of the country. There are many who may question the veracity of the claims or as to why they were silent these many
years, but don’t they know that these women are our own Indian women who live in a society which never questions the
man, worse they blame the victims! We need to get out of this
sick mentality.
North India, specially Delhi is witnessing a very seriously polluted
air. The Met department has warned people not to do running
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and jogging as air quality is almost reaching to the level of “SEVERE” grading. The
reasons are not only stale climatic condition but many like construction works, digging of roads and dusts thereof, vehicle emissions and to top it up stubble burning
in Haryana and Punjab. One report says that 40% of the stubbles have not been
burnt this year by the farmers of these states because of awareness campaign of
the government on Radio Channels is an welcome step. In addition, subsidies to
buy machinery for proper management of stubbles are also being offered by
some of the state governments. Fortunately, this does not happen in others parts
of the country where paddy and wheat stubbles are used as fodder for cattle
and even to cover roofs.
Deewali, festival of lights is almost round the corner. Homes are being spruced up
and shopping for gifts, new cloths and candles, Deeyas have already started.
Hectic activity can be seen in the market places. Since the pollution is a problem
for all and crackers in Deewali is going to add more. In view of this, Hon’ble Supreme Court has given directions for regulated sale of fire crackers and timings for
bursting these crackers in designated places. It has been observed that Delhi Police authorities are doing meetings with RWAs to make sure that Court’s directions
are implemented in true letter and spirit. In addition to the pollution, crackers are
unsafe and proved costly in terms of life and material because of unsafe practices during sale, storage and handling in the past.
We, at the IISSM conducted a CSP course recently wherein discussion on Fire Safety evinced lot of interest with the latest technologies that are available for Fire
Safety. We will continue to upgrade our curriculum on the subject.
At the end, let us revisit the origin of Deewali wherein Lord Rama was given a
grand welcome by lighting up the ancient city of Ayodhya. There were no electricity of fire crackers than and they must have celebrated with Deeyas, made by
potters of the same city which is continued unbroken through centuries. We also
need to remember that tradition and use Deeyas for our celebrations. More-so, if
we don’t promote and protect pottery industry, we will loose them forever. So let’s
celebrate this Deewali with Deeyas and without Fire Crackers.
Wish you a Very Happy Deepawali! Have a safe Deewali!

Best Regards,
Col (Dr.) MP Sen
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